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iCap products are designed and built to be free of manufacturer and material defects and carry a limited 24 months warranty. 
The warranty applies only when the products have been put to the use intended and it does not cover bended wires and broken connectors, due to inappropriate fol-
ding. In general, it does not cover accidental damage, misuse, improper care or alteration.
Over and above the warranty terms we are truly committed to your satisfaction with our products and service. if at any time you are not satisfied please contact us.

24 months warranty

Open FLAPS and FRONT COVER to VENTILATE !! 
Beware computer of OVERHEATING! 

At the rear page: 
See how to twist 

your iCap

Optionally, you can further 
minimize iCap by twisting .
Fixate with HookLoop Belt
and pack it in its bag. 

2) TWIST 
xsmall

This is the regular take away 
state : 
Faster, easier & 
avoids crincles. 
Fixate with HookLoop Belt.

1) FOLD flat

Two Options to take away:

UNFOLD: 
The same 
steps

backwards

Open & 
FOLD to 

a FLAT pile

Open zip
before folding

Fold & Unfold iCap             (EN)
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Before twisting please 
look at the VIDEOS

Twisting is simple but must be done properly, otherwise the wires could get bent (normally this is not a problem, you can easily 
rebend them). If you have questions contact us and we will quickly give you help. 
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press
only then 

twist 

TWIST  180o  .
(A full opposite Rotation)

Please ensure that all 4 Layers get twisted !

3 loops will be formed:

The middle loop (3) must get embedded
between the outer loops (1 und 2). 
SSteer it (3) with your fingers and

the palm of your hand
so that it clearly goes INSIDE them (1 und 2).

 until your hands get 
very closed to 
             each other 

PRESS & 
then 
TWIST

Grab the FLAT FOLDED iCap at the FINGER Markings
. 

Twist iCap                        (EN)


